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ABSTRACT

This report presenta progress in provieion of nuclear data for nuclear
design applications. The work described here is carried out through the LASL
Applied Nuclear Data Group and covers the period April 1 through June 30, 1974.
The topical content of this report is summarized in the Contents.

I.
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NUCLEAR CROSS-SECTIONPROCESSING (R. E. MacFar-
lane, T. R. England, D. G. Foster, Jr., J. H.
Hancock, D. R. Herris, R. J. LaBauve, D. W.
Muir, and N. Whittemore)

Group T-2 is supportingand developing a variety

computer codes for processing evaluatednuclear

data into forma that can be used for design purposes.

The groups’ capabilitiesinclude multigroup neutron,

gamma production,and gaunueinteractioncross sec-

tions; pointwiee cross sections for continuous energy

Monte Carlo codes; and a variety of data management,

plotting, and format conversionfunctions. The fol-

lowing subsectionssummarize recent progress.

A. Cross-SectionProduction

During this quarter, multigroup cross sections

for Li-6 (ENDF/B-111MAT 1115) and Li-7 (BNDF/B-111

MAT 1116) and pointwise cross sections for
235U

(ENDF/B-IVpreliminaryMAT 25) and 238U (ENDF/B-IV

preliminaryMAT 238)were generated for the Los Ala-

mos ScientificLaboratory (LASL) theoreticaldesign

division using MINX. Multigroup cross sections for

iron (DNA MAT 4180 MOD 2) were processed for the
,

radiotherapyshield project described last quarter.
1.

Multigroup cross sections in the 239 group structure2

and Version II CCCC formet3 were produced for ENDF/B-

1111’0, Fe, and23 Na (MATS 1134, 1180, and 1156).

These results will form part of a preliminary CCCC

library which will be used by WestinghouseAdvanced

Reactor Development (WARD) to test the MINX-SPHINX

Interface. Multigroup cross sections for vanadium

and niobium (ENDF/B-111MATS 1017 and 1203)were Pro-

cessed for the LASL CTR library, and copper and gold

(ENDF/B-111MATS 1087 and 1166) were processed for

the Chemistry and Nuclear Chemistry Division.

B. MINX Validation

A revision of the TEDIUM4 to ENDF/B-IV standards

has been completed. The new deck has been sent to

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for comparison

with SUPBRTOG and the ORNL version of MINX. Addi-

tional comparisonswith the LASL versions of MINX

and ETOXare.beingcarried out here.

c. MINX Code Development

A number of code changes were made this quarter

to correcterrorsfound while processing new materi-

ala or to increase the usefulness of the code. The

changes in Doppler broadening and in the treatment

of the BNDF/B-IV fission representationare discussed

in subsectionsD and E. New additions to the code

include an option to restart from a zero degree poLnt-

wise tape without repeating resonance reconstruction,

an option to compress any group structure for mater-

ials with a maximum energy of 15 MeV, and a GAM-I

group structure option. The RESEND section of MINX

was modified to include the energies for the unre-

solved resonance parameters in the energy grid and

to set any negative cross sections generated to zero.

The subroutine for computing secondary energy distri-

1



butions by UW95 was modified to improve ita precf-

sion, and the treatment of multiple secondary energy

distributions (as in iron MAT 1180) was modified to

reduce storage requirements. To Improve the running

time for complicatedresonancematerials such as
238U

, the Doppler broadeningmodule was modified.

In the current version, thinning is performed in the

resolved resonance region only. The thinned broad-

ened tape is then used as the starting point for the

next broadening operation. This decreases the time

required for broadening significantly.

D. Doppler Broadeningof Pointwise Cross Sections

The MIWK processor uses the kernel broadening
6method to compute temperaturedependent cross sec-

tions. It has been observed that the Doppler broad-

ening is not accurate for low energies and high tem-

peratures. In fact, negative croes sections are

sometimes produced. This problem has been traced to

a loss of precision in the calculationof the func-

tion

J
b 2

Hn(a,b) = a Zn e-z dz

/

m 2

J

a
zn

2e-z. dz - ~ Zn e-z dza

when a is close to b. The Doppler broadeningmodule

in MINK has been modified to detect this loss of sig-

nificance. In such a case, it computes En(a,b) by a

direct Taylor expansion of the integralwhich con-

verges rapidly if a is close to b. The new method

preserves the I/v cross section down to 10-5 eV for

temperaturesas high as 12,000,000”K.

E. Treatment of BNDF/B-IV Fission Revresentatio9

Earlier versions of the EWDF/B evalusted nuclear

data files have represented the energies of the sec-

ondary neutrons from fission using Mexwellian ‘evapo-

ration” distributions. The characteristictempera-

tures for the distributionsdo not change very much

with incident neutron energy. This mskea it practi-

cal to represent the fission neutrons by a single

“fission spectrum.” Although this is a good approx-

imation for moat reactor problems, at high energies

the fission spectrum becomes more strongly dependent

on the energy of the incident neutron.

In order to make ENDF/B-IV useful for ayatems

with a thermonuclearneutron spectrum, the partial

fission reactions MT 19, 20, 21, and 38 have been

activated. The reaction representedby MT 19 is fis-

sion of the compound nucleus followingneutron absorp-

tion and the Maxwellian distributionis used. The

other three partial reactions are representedas scat-

tering processes (n-n’,n-2n, and n-3n) followed by

fission of the residual nucleus. The secondary ener-

gy distributionof the “scattered”neutrons are rep-

resented by a partial energy distributionin File 5

appropriate to the type of scattering. The neutrons

from the fission of the residual nucleus are repre-

sented by a second partial energy distributionchosen

to be the came Maxwellian used in MT 19.

. The problem for the processing code ia how to

represent this increased complexity. The most gener-

al anewer is to use the full fission matrix includ-

ing up-scattar. However, this could be very costly

in storage and running time for the discrete ordi-

nates transport codes usually used in this energy

range. For this reason, MIWK has been modified to

divide the fission transfer into two parts. The

“evaporation”neutrons are processed into a fission

spectrum as in previous versions. The “scattering”

neutrons are processed into transfer matrices and

added into the total scatteringmatrix. The funtion

=f used to compute the fission source in the trans-

port code refers to the “evaporation”fraction of

the fission neutrons only. The transport code can

then be used to compute the correct flux in the us-

ual manner. When the solution has been completed,

the user must be careful to use the correct fission

cross section in computing the fission reaction rate.

This repreaentationof the fission reaction is con-

sistent with most tranaportcodes and doesn’t re-

quire tha storage and use of up-scattermatrices.

F. MINK-II Code Development

A strength of MIWX-11 is its extremely modular

structure. A major module in the treatment of group-

to-group transfermatricea is the one which calcu-

lates the “feed function,” that is, the probability

that a neutron at source energy E will cause a neu-

tron or gamma ray to appear in sink group g’. The

concept of the feed function allows all neutron and

gamma production cross sections and transferms-

trices to be computed by the same integrationrou-

tine. A preliminarymodule has been written to cal-

culate the feed function for elastic and discrete

inelastic scatteringwhen the Legendre expansions

are given in the laboratory coordinate system (this

.

I

.
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caae can be done analyticallyby the method used in

MINx-I). Since the fead function containa structure

which doea not occur in the croaa section, the mod-

ule generated additional energy pointa to be in-

cluded in the aubaequentintegrationover eource en-

ergy. The pointa are generated using a minimal grid

stack and in such a way aa to preaerve maximum flex-

ibility in the order of looping on source grid, sink

group, and Legendre order.

II. HTGR SAFETY PROGRAM (D. R. Harria, R. J. La
Bauve, T. R. England, and P. D. Soran [T-1])

A. Thermal Neutron Croaa Sections

Multigroup croaa aectiona for use in RTGR neu-

tronic calculationsare being generated from the

ENDF/B basic data file. The group structurebeing

used for initial loading calculation ia shown in

Table 1. At present, the MC2 code7 ia being used’to

generate all croaa aectione for all abeorber nuclidea

and for the epithermal cross sections of the graph-

ite moderator. (Futureplans8 call for the uae of

the MINR~SPHINX codes when the SPHINX code becomes

operationalat LASL.)

In order to facilitate the operation of the MC2

code, especially since cross sections are needed for

several temperatures,all preproceaaingand periph-

eral codes related to HC2 have been linked on the

CDC-7600. The flow of data through this linked MC2

system ia shown in Fig. 1. The RIGELIO code ia ueed

I

TABLE I

GROUP STRUCTUREUSED
FOR INITIAL HTGR SAFETY STUDIES

E~x = 10.0 MeV
Group
~ %ower

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

6.065 MeV
4.724
2.865
1.73s
1.054
0.302
0.183
0.111
0.041
0.960 keV
0.017
3.928 eV
2.383
0.414
0.092
0.044
0.008

Lethargy

0.50
0.75
1.25
1.75
2.25
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.50
9.25
13.25
14.75
15.25
17.00
18.50
19.25
20.00

to convert an ENDF/B data tape in

met (Mode 3) to alternate, binary

Delta U

0.50
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
1.25
0.50
0.50
1.00
3.75
4.00
1.50
0.50
1.75
1.50
0.75
1.75

standard, BCD for-

formst (Node 2).

The ETOE1l code prepares a library tape for MC2 which

includes “W-tables” supplied by the code WLIB. Note

that since the ETOE code provides pointwise elastic

scattering croaa sections for MC2, the temperature

ia an input parameter of ETOE. Consequently,a dif-

ferent MC2 library tape must be prepared for each

temperature. Not shown in the figure but also avail-

able in the MC2 code system ie the MERMC2 code. This

code can be used for merging HC2 library tapes.

e W-tables
WLIB (real ~

imag)

Fig. 1. MC2 code system (LASL CDC-7600 Veraion).



The MC2 code is being used in a rather restrict-

ed sense for this initial HTGR work. First, because

of storage limitation, croaa sections for the en-

tire energy range cannot be generated in one pass,

so separate,but overlapping,problems are run for

the “high” energy range and “low” energy range. Sec-

ond, only the “all fine” option IS being used in MC2

with fine group SpaCh@ ofO.25 in lethargy. The

weighting specified for the derivationof the fine

groups from the pointwiae ENDF/B data la “l/E.”

Third, weighting fluxes for collapsing from fine to

broad cross sections are input for both the “high”

and ‘rlowt’energy problems. A “l/E” weighting flux

la used for the high-energyproblem, and a Namellian

at the proper temperatureplus a I]E weighting func-

tion la used for the low-energyproblem. Finally,

becauae of the above limitation,only single table,

transport corrected cross sections can be obtained.

A smell code “JMBLFAT”has been written to combine

the high and low energy rangea to produce cross aec-

tiona in the DTF format. Table II gives a list of

nuclides for which croaa sections have been obtained

to date, along with the version of ENDF/B used for

each nuclide.

TABLE 11

HTGR NUCLJ.DESFOR WNICH
CROSS SECTIONS WERE GENEBATED FROMMC2

(T= 300”K)

ENDF/B
Nuclide MAT No. Version—.

Th-232 1117 3
Pa-233 1119 3
U-235 1157 3
U-238 1158 3
C-12 1165 3
0-16 1134 3
Fe 1020 1
Cr 1018 1
Ni 1021 1
Sm-149 1027 1
Xe-135 1026 1
U-236 1046 1
U-233 1041 1
U-234 1043 1

Two aeta of codes are being used to produce

thermal cross sections for the graphite moderator.

The first of these consists of using the Ma N.amos
Codes ~R12-GL~,13

The other approach consists of
14

using the FLANGE code to process the thermal data

fromENDF/B. The data on BNDF/B was generatedby

the General Atomic (GA) code GASKBT,
15

and this sec-

4

ond calculationalapproach will enable ua to compare

the results of the bs A1.amoscodes with those from

codes developed at GA.

B. 135
Xc-Power Stability

The conclusionsregarding the asymptotic sta-
16

bility in the Fulton Plant PSAR were examined us-

ing an improved analysis
17,18 which results in the

following

Aa >

where

AA E

conditionalequation:

n(Y1-Yxe)

v‘(l+?l)(l+c+l-1)+ (lTY1-Yxe)

the differencebetween the fundamentaland first ov-

ertone flux eigenvaluea.

.—
. ‘th”Xe

“= %e

Tth = average

zXe
- average

thermal flux

135xe cross section

A1,Axe = decay constants

v’ = V times a ratio

for 1351 and 135xe

of the adjoint weighted
values of a few-group vs one-group fission
matrix (v varies from -.1.5 to 2.0 in pow-
er reectora; in a one-group treatment, it
would be . 2.43)

Yx)yxe = 135
I cumulativeyield and

135
Xe independ-

ent yield.

The computed AA la a necessary minimum value

for asymptotic stability in the abaence of tempera-

ture feedback. The expression involves several ap-

proximations to the fundamentalmodal equationa

which are derived from the equations of state coup-

ling the 1351 + 135
Xe chain to the neutron flux

groupa. However, the above expression for a mini-

mum AA is generallymore accurate than the V’ and

q parameters.

For the Fulton Plant we used an 11equal to 9;

this value, derived from the average Fulton Plant

flux value, requires additionalverification. In

.

,



addition, the conclusionsfrom our analysis require

a verificationof the overtone eigenvalues$particu-

larly over the reactor lifetime. Although GA appar-

ently now has one-dimensionalovertone calcu.latlona,

the AAta we infer from data in the Fulton Plant PSAR

are likely not baaed on such calculations. The AA’s

are larger then one would expect from a plant having

an effective core size of _ 8.5 x 6.4 m. Thie was

discussed at GA with W. Simon and A. Baxter. They

indicateda later analysis had been made which could

notbe releaaed at that time. The difference is

crucial to the conclusionsand an independentcalcu-

lation of Al is desirable if the details of the later

GA calculationsremain unavailable. The analysis

results in the values of Table III.

Based on these results we agree with the gen-

eral conclusion in the PSAR that the Fulton Plant

is stable axially and requires a net negative tem-

perature feedback for radial stability;but we em-

phasize that this agreement,while using an improved

stability criterion, is still contingent on the &ta

inferred from the PSAR.

TABLE 111

STABILITY PARAMETERSFOR”FULTON PLANTa

Required
for

Inferred Asymptotic
Mode from PSAR Stability

Axial

No temp
feedback 0.03 0.024

With temp
feedback 0.048 0.024

Radial

No temp
feedback 0.019 0.024

With tamp
feedback 0.037 0.024

%here the temperaturefeedbackaltera AA
by O.O18 based on PSAR Table 4.3.2-13.

c. HTGR Decay Heat Analysis

At GA’e request the report on HTGR decay heat
19

was reviewedwith particular attention to the anely-

sis of uncertainty. The review was discuaaed at GA

with V. Yoksimovicand R. K. Dermer. In general the

GA analysia was reasonably thorough but the small un-

certainty assignmentswere not -Justifiable.The GA

analysis, like all other existing analyses, will be

made obsolete following general use of the new, more

extensive ENDF/B-IV data files and inclusion of ab-

sorption effects.

III. DELAYED Y-SPECTRA FOR PHOTONEUTRONPRODUCTION
(T. R. England)

The delayed y-spectrum has been computed for
235

IIand 239Pu thermal fission and for
238U and

239PU fast ~Le=ion. Sixty-six groups in 50 keV in-

tervalswere used beginning at 1.67 MeV. Results

apply following - l/2 h of cooling and cover the
9

photoneutronproduction energy range for Be

and deuterium (thresholdenergies are 1.67 and 2.23

MeV, respectively). The spectrum was calculated at

28 time intervalsbeginning at 1 h and extending to

1000 h following a constant fission period of one

month. The calculation includes all known fission

products having a half-life 2 15 min which emit

Y’s above 1.67 MeV, and only the Y energies and in-

teneititesabove this value were Lncluded--approxi-

metely 1? lines per nuclide on the average. ENDF/B-

IV yields and branching ratios were used. The ac-

curacy of theee calculationsis determined only by

experimentaldata for nuclfde parameters; there is

no approximation.

Figures 2-5 show the spectrum for
235U + n

th at
1, 10, 100, and 1000 h following the one month irrad-

iation period. Each histogram is normalized to the

total y~sffission at the respective times over the

interval 1.67 + 5.0 MeV. Normalizationvalues are

given on each plot. Interestingly,the four histo-

gram plots indicate that the spectrum hardens with

time.

Figures 6-9 show the time dependence over the

broad energy ranges of 1.7 + 5.0, 1.7 + 2.23, and

2.23 + 5.0 MeV normalized to the values at 1 h

over these energy ranges. The 2.23 + 5.0 MeV range

aPPlfes to the (Y,n) reaction in cleuterium which is

the primary, or only significant,source of photo-

neutrona in light water reactors in the absence of
9
Be. The degradationof this spectrum before the

(y,n) reaction occurs has been shown to be insignif-

icant in earlier studies.

The long period of 10 + 200 h during which

the 2.23 + 5.0 MeV source is nearly

primarily to the (12.8d)140Badecay

constant is due

to (40.23h)140La.

5
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ly a 10-h shutdown, then measurements following a

week or more should be equally valid.

IV. ENDF/B-IV DECAY DATA (T. R. England)

A. Delayed Neutron CelculationaBased on 2NDF/B-IV
Data

The previous progress reportl covered delayed

neutron yields (d.n.y.)calculationsin detail based

on nuclide fission yields and neutron emission prob-

abilities. Precursor parameterswere included in

the previous report. Calculation have been contin-

ued. Table IV liata the calculationsand ENDF/B-IV

fission.

140Ba does not emit photoneutronsabove the (Y,n)
140U the edtter, is

thresholdof deuterium,but ,

in transient equilibriumwith the relatively long-

lived 140Ba precursor. Its most intense y occurs

in the 2.5 + 2.55 MeV bin aa noted on the histogram

plots. Its contributionto this bin changea only

- 9% between 10 and 100 h.

One obvious conclusion from these results is of

practical interest in sourceless startups of light

water reactors: assuming external detectors can ac-

curately determine reactivity followingapproximete-

,
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evaluated d.n.y.’s for all fissionablenuclidea and

neutron fission enargies for which precursor yield

informationin the decay files (10 yield sets).

The sensitivityof d.n.y.’e to yield model parame-

ters was noted in the previous progress report.

Column B of Table IV used the cumulative chain yields

in ENDF/B-IV,but the

mated entirely by the

out using an even-odd

fractionalyields are eeti-

yield distributionmodel with-

Z dependence. Column C uees

I
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? 25% even-odd Z dependence. Column C uses a t 25Z

aven-odd Z dependence and Column A uses the Pn and

fractionalyields in BNDF/B-IV files. The interest-

ing features of these calculationsare:

1 Model estimated fraction of cumulativeA

yields without an even-odd Z dependence provides

better agreement with evaluated d.n.y.’s than use

of the BNDF/B-IV evaluation of cumulative yields.
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TABLE IV

TOTAL DELAYED NEUTRON YIELDS
PER 10000 FISSIONS

ENDF/B-IV V.I Calculated
Nuclide Evaluationa Au -—

~235T

~235F

~235m

U238F

U238E

~u239T

~u239F

~u241T

U233T

~232F

166.8 * 7. 157

166.8 * 7. 110

90.0 t.lo. 123

460.0 * 25. 309

260.0 f 20. 171

64.5 * 4. 56

64.5 * 4. 32

157.0*15. 98

74.0* 4. 80

527.0i 40. 295

B—

168

165

117

328

57

57

c—

133

136

284

49

68

aRecommendedin ANL/NDll-5

Column A: ENDF/B-IV Pn and yields

B: No Even-Odd Z Effect

c: Even-Odd Z = f 25%

2 With or without an even-odd Z dependence,&

the model estimates agree with experiment in that

essentiallyno energy dependence is observed below

the 2nd chance fission threshold.
235U 233U

~ D.n.y. valuea In Column B for , ,

and 239Pu agree with evaluationwithin 0.5 to 11%,

the beat agreement being for 235U and the ~orat for

239k .
238U

4, 232Th, and 241
s Pu are markedly low.

This is llkely due to the relativelypoor knowledge

of cumulativeyields for these nuclides.

In Table V, the
235 + n

th
values are given for

each of the conventional6 groupe. The grouping is

approximate, the group aaaignmentbeing made on the

baais of neameas of each nuclfde half-life to the

BNDF/B-IV evaluation. The firat four groupa are im-

proved by use of model estimated fractionalyields

and no even-odd Z effect.

One can conclude from these reaul.tathat the

existence of the even-odd Z effect for delayed neu-

tron precursors ia questionableor, possibly, that

model paremetera used in estimating the yield va

charge distributionare in error. The faat yields

for ‘232Thand 238U and the thermal 24% yfelda

TABLE V

235
U DELAYED NEUTRONS PER 10000 FISSIONS

ENDF/B-IV Vd calculated

Ws!12 yl/2(aec) A A B——

1 54.51 6.34 5.1 5.2

2 21.84 35.5 30.4 32.4

3 6.00 31.4 27.0 23.6

4 2.23 67.9 62.1. 66.6

5 0.496 21.4 25.7 26.4

6 0.179 * 7.2 13.4

166.8 * 7 157.4 67.6

Column A: ENDF/B-IV Pn and yields

Column B: No even-odd Z effect

Column C: Even-odd Z eEfect = * 25%

~

5.0

28.1

18.4

54.3

0.8

*

132.6

have expected;we are clearly approaching the time

when one can rely on detailed nuclide calculations

for properties of the delayed neutrons rather than

on the conventionalamalgamation into 6 groups.

B. ENDF/B-IV Decay/AbsorptionFiles

Phase I review of yields has continued during

this period. Figures 10-12 show comparisonsof sev-

eral seta of cumulative yields. These are of limit-

ed interest; there are -.8, nonzero independent

(direct)yieldaat each mass number, and only the in-

dependent yielda are included in ENDF/B-IV. There

are 10 yield sets in the files for the 6 fissionable

nuclidea and energies as noted in the delayed neu-

tron calculations (TableV). The files list yields

for 1019 nuclides per set, even if values are zero,

which include the 825 fission products having decay

andlor cross-sectiondata in ENDF/B-IV.

Crosa+ection data for -.155 nuclides are being

assembled in ENDF/B-IV format by R. Schenter. Ap-

proximately 181 products will have croasaection data

counting the general purpose file. These data must

be sufficient for both thermal and fast reactora. In

thermal reactora, absorption calculationsgenerally

use - 200 nuclides but - 20 contributemore than 80%

of the total absorption. These were identifiedby

calculationsat LASL along with a subsequent Phase

I review.

4

.

.

clearly need improvement. Results for 233U, 235U,

and 239Pu are considerablybetter than one might
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v. NUCL2AR DATA FOR THE CONTROLLED FUSION PROGRAM
(D. l?.Muir, L. Stewart, R. J. LaBauve, D. G.
Foster, Jr. and R. E. Sesmon [TD-6])

Considerableeffort haa been devoted in this

quarter to the task of preparing multigroup data for

the analysis of fusion-fissionhybrid reactors. A

25-group structurewaa formed as a subset of both

the LASL/CTR and LASL/TD multigroup structures. Neu-

tron interactioncross sections were obtained by col-

lapsing data from the 14-element,100-group LASL/CTR

library and the 40-element, 30-group IASL/~ library

into the 25-group structure. The resulting data aet

is being used in the design of fusion-fissionreact-

238U - 239Pu cycle, which might beors based on the

called “fast hybrids.”

A second group-collapseddata set was produced

for the analyais of fusion-fissionhybrid reactors

based on the 2322% -233 U cycle in a graphite lattice

(thermalhybrida). This library consists of data

for all of the elements contained in the 25-group

fact library, collapsed to a new 19-group format, in-

cluding 3 upscatter groups. In addition, cross-sec-
232n 233pa and 233tion sets were prepared for , s u

by processing BNDF/B data withMC2 (Ref. 7). Also,

9



12a special set for C was prepared by combining data

from lfC2and the thermal upscatter code, FLANGE.14

In the ares of nuclear data uncertaintyanaly-

sis, the available data for the 94
Nb(n,y) have been

reviewed. Alternative cross-sectioneeta have been

prepared for this reaction which, while consistent

with the available data, are significantlydifferent

at neutron energies above 50 eV. This effect pro-

duces 10-20% uncertaintiesin afterheet and activa-

tion calculationa20for the Reference Theta Pinch Re-

actor.

The United Statea Nuclear Data Committee CTR

Subcommitteemet in San Diego on APrfl 15, immediate-

ly preceding the First Topical Meeting on the Tech-

nology of ControlledNuclear Fusio% Of the actions

placed on I.ASLduring this meeting, the CTR revlewa

of the RNDF/B-IV evaluated data files for H, 6Li,
7Li, N, 0, and Al were completelyrewritten and for-

warded to the SubcommitteeChairmen. Tables of “es-

timated”but uncorrelatederrors were attached to

each review. These CTR reviews from all the labora-

tories already have been asaembled and will soon be

distributedby ORNL.

In anticipationof the need for mere radioactive

decay data, users In the fusion, fission, and weapons

aresa are currentlybeing polled to determinewhether

an ENDF/B type format could be developedwhich would

contain the informationneeded for the majority of

radioactivityand heating calculations. At the 8ug-

gestion of DCTR, the USNDC list of measurement re-

quests (USNDC-6)was reviewed and three new requests

suggested. USNDC-6 is now scheduled for review and

updating this fall by the CTR Subcommittee.

VI. R-MATRIX ANALYSIS OF RBACTIONS IN TRB 170 SYS-
TBM (G. M. Hale, P. G. Young, and D. G. Foster,
Jr.)

Cross sections for the scatteringof neutrons

from 160 are important for calculatingneutron trans-

port in air and other materials of interest in shieldi-

ng designs and weapons effects studies. We have

carried out a comprehensiveR-Matrix analysis of re-
17

actions in the O system which includes the neutron

cross sections of interest in addtion to data from

the160(n,ct)’3Cand13C(ci,ci)13Creactions. Thean-

alysia confirmed that meet of the data analyzed were

consistentwith the currently accepted level scheme

for 170, and the results were incorporatedin the

oxygen evaluation contained in the Military Applica-

10

tions Nuclear Data Library (MANDL)and in Veraion IV

of the EvaluatedNuclear Data File (ENDF/B).

As part of our continuing responsibilityto up-

grade evaluation for the Defense Nuclear Agency,

we are currently investigatingthe few isolated re-

gions in which agreement between the analysis de-

scribed above and experimentwas not completely sat-

isfactory. The disagreementwas evident mainly in

the differentialcross sections, indicatingpossibly

incorrect level assignments in these regions. Al-

ternativeassignments are being explored in regions

around 3.8, 4.3, and 4.5 MeV neutron energy. In the

vicinity of 3.8 MeV, we are aided by the existence

of new polarizationmeasurements from Yale.21 N-

though the changes in the neutron cross sections re-

sulting from this investigationare not expected to

be extensive, they will be incorporatedin an update

of the current MANDL evaluation.

VII. R-MATRIX ANALYSIS OF REACTIONS IN THE llB SYS-
TEM (G. M. Rale and P. G. Young).

Neutron cross sections for the 10B are impor-

tant in the design of reactors and thermonuclearde-

vices, as well as in the area of neutron cross-sec-

tion measurement. Even at relatively low energies,

the large spin of
10
B introducesmany scattering em-

10B
plitudes that must be determined in analyzing n-

data. For this reason, the R-matrix analysis that
10

was used to provide n- B cross sections at low en-

ergies in the BNDF/B-IV evaluation included a variety
11

of data for a number of reactions in the B system.

Indicationswere that unidentifiedlevels in ‘B,
7

which are evident mainly in the a- Li cross sections,

do affect the neutron cross sections to some extent.

Since thesa effects could be significant for cross

sections used as neutron standards,we are attempt-

ing to complete the knowledge about the level struc-

ture of 11B in the region of interest, and determine

the effect of these levels on the neutron cross sec-

tions.

Since most of the width in these levels appears

to occur in the a-channels,we have performed a sep-

arate analysis of data measured for the 7Li(a,ci)7Li
7 ,7*

and Li(a,a ) Li reactions by Cusson.22 The fit

resulting from preliminary letel assignments to the
7
Li(ci,a’)7Li*integratedcross section between Ea =

2.8 and 6.3 MeV is shown in Fig. 13. Of these reso-

nances, only the 5/2- at ~ - 5 MeV has been identi-

fied in the neutron data.
23

Cusson attempted assign-

,

,

.
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Fig. 13. Fit (solid line) to the integrated
7Li(u,a*)7Li*cross section measured
-by Cussonbetween,W = 2.8 and 6.3 MeV.
The arrows mark tentativeassignments
made for the resonances.

ments for a few of the levels below the neutron

threshold (Ea = 4.4 MeV). The present analysis ap-

peara to disagree even with hia most definite aa-

aignment,a 7/2+ for the level at 3.03 MeV. Figures

14-15 show the fit to selectionsof the 7Li(a,a)7Li
7 7*

and Li(a,a’) Li differentialcrose sectione, re-

spectively,for the level scheme shown in Fig. 13.

ALthough these results are preliminary,the

7/2+ resonance at 6.06 MeV and the interfering5/2-

reaonances at 4.6 and 5.0 MsV appear to be well es-

tablishedby the data. It remains to examine the

effect of theee resonancesand the others upon the
10B

cross sections for neutron induced reactions on .

VIII. MISCELLANEOUSEVALUATION AND RZVIEW ACTIVITIES
(L. Stewart, P. G. Young, D. G. Foeter, Jr.
and G. F. Auchampaugh [P-3])

In addition to making miscellaneouschecks,

corrections,and additions in evaluationsof some of

the fissile and fertile materials,we have during

this quarter edited and reviewed ENDF/B-IV evalua-

tions for Fe and for the
238

U y-production (prompt

gammas only) cross sections. A significantamount

of effort was also invested in helping update and

correct the ENDF/B ProceduresManual, since Brook-

haven National Laboratory specificallyrequested com-

ments from each laboratory in preparation for issuing

Ix. NASA EXTENSION OF NEDIUM-FNZRGYNUCLEAR-DATA
LIBRARY (D. G. Foster, Jr. and D. R. Rarris)

The problems in the EVAP module of CROIX which

were discussed last quarter have been resolved and

solutions have been flow-charted. Energy-imbalance

problems that occur in EVAP are a by-product of a

rather haphazard treatment of the reaction kinemat-

ics. An analytically correct method of forcing emis-

sion near threshold is also being incorporated.

A proper solution to the “energy-overahoot”

problem in the intranucleer-cascademodule appears

infeasible in the time available. Accordingly,a

simple energy-scalingcorrectionwill be applied and

the evaporationaborted when this pathology develops.

If time permits, we hope to explore the running-time

penalty involved in using the Tausworthe algorithm

instead of our present random-numbergenerator. The

present generator (which is short enough to be coded

in-line) has been shown to have marked short-range

correlation,which may account for some of the start-

ling bunching of transparenciesin the intranuclesr-

cascade histories.

x. TESTING OF NUCLEAR DATA OF IMPORTANCE IN SHIELD-
ING APPLICATIONSAGAINST INTEGRAL EXPERIMENT
(D. W. Muir and R. J. LaBauve)

Work continues on the development of benchmark
24specificationsfor the zPPR/FTR-2 shield experiment.

In a paper
25

describing our calculation of the gemma-

ray dose distribution,it was noted that resonance

self-shieldingeffects are quite important in the

ZPPR/FTR-2,especially in the “depleted zone,!!where

mst of the gamma-ray production proceeds via the
238

U(n,y) reaction. For this reaaon we have repeated

the gamma-ray calculationusing self-shieldedgamma-

ray production croae sections in all regions. ZOne-

dependent, self-shielded,multigroup neutron cross

sectionswere generated for all gamma-producingre-

actions using MC2 (Ref. 7). These multigroup cross
26sections were then input to IAPHANO to produce the

self-shieldedgamma-ray production metricea. The

resulting gamma-ray flux distributionwas calculated

with TWOTRAN.27 T%is flux was converted to thermo-

luminescentdoaimeter (TLD) absorbed dose, and the

11
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Fig. 14. Li(a,a)7Liangular distributionsmeasured by
Cusson, using the level scheme of Fig. 13.

results are compared with experiment in Fig. 16. experiment is now quite good, except at large radii.

The upper two calculatedcurves include corrections The discrepancy there ia due to undercalculationof

for the cavity-ionizationeffect
28

and TLD neutron the neutron flux, as ehown by the results for the

29 238U and 239
sensitivity, respectively. Pu fission traverses discussed in Ref.

Inclusionof the self-shieldingeffect lowers 25. We conclude that the gamma-ray production data

the previous results
25 by about a factor of two in in ENDF/B are adequate for survey calculations (with

the depleted zone and by about 20% in the aodium- an accuracy of about 20%) in this type of aasembly.

steel shield. The agreement between calculationand

,

.

*

.

12
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XI. CINDER-7 AND RELATED CODING
N Whittemore)

Cmlw ofMeu Anglo

to selected 7Li(a,a’)7Li*angular distributionsmeasured
the level scheme of Fig. 13.

(T. R. England and age ia variably dimensionedand depends on the type

of calculation.
The major optiona of CINDER-7 have been debug- A program to read data decks in the older ver-

ged. The y-spectrum routine ia working aucceee- siona of CINDER and repunch cards in the free form
uully as are the data management routines. Work on

input for CINDER-7 ia operational. ‘l’hiswill be
further program chengee continuee. The 34 aubrou- further modified to proceea ENDF/B-IV data.
tines require 1863010 memory locationa. Data ator-

13
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